LUS Fiber Phone Features ‐ Choose the individual phone features you want.
Feature

Description

Automatic Callback
Automatic Recall
Call Forwarding ‐ Busy

Automatically redials the last outgoing call made on your line.
Recalls the phone number of your last incoming call.
Forwards incoming calls to a specified number when your number is
busy.
Forwards incoming calls to a specified number when there is no
answer at your number.
Forwards all of your incoming calls to a specified number.
Change your call forwarding settings from any location (not just your
home phone).
Forwards incoming calls from select phone numbers to a specified
number.
On a per call basis, you can authorize LUS Fiber to provide the trace
information of an objectionable phone call to law enforcement
authorities, should they need it during an investigation. Usage based
charge applies.
See the name and phone number of who is calling you before you pick
up.
Block your name and phone number from being displayed to the
individual party you are calling.
Set up a distinctive ring tone for incoming calls from selected
numbers. This also includes distinctive tones
Take some time off by not accepting incoming calls.
Get your calls anywhere you are. Set up a list of phone numbers to be
rung in order whenever someone calls your home phone.
Block outgoing calls from being made on your line.
Rejects calls from specified numbers
Accepts calls from specified numbers when Do Not Disturb is enabled.
Set up one‐ or two‐digit short codes for phone numbers you call the
most.
Block certain types of calls from being made on your line such as
Operator/Directory Assistance, Premium Rate, etc.
Always get your messages with LUS Fiber Voice Mail.
Set your phone to dial a specific phone number if it goes off hook and
no digits are dialed.

Call Forwarding ‐ Don't
Answer
Call Forwarding – Fixed
Call Forwarding ‐ Remote
Call Forwarding ‐ Selective
Call Trace

Caller ID
Caller ID Block
Distinctive Ring/Teen Line
Do Not Disturb Feature
Follow Me Service
(per phone number basis)
Outgoing Call Block
Selective Call Rejection
Selective Call Acceptance
Speed Dial
Toll Control w/PIN
Voice Mail
Warm Line Feature

Monthly
Charge
$1.00
$1.00
$1.00
$1.00
$1.00
$5.00
$1.00
$1.00

$6.00
$1.00
$1.00
$1.00
$3.00
$1.00
$1.00
$1.00
$1.00
$3.00
$5.00
$1.00

